Tumour-targeted drug and gene delivery: principles and concepts.
Delivery systems for tumour targeting fall into two basic categories: drug conjugate systems, in which individual drug molecules are chemically modified to target them directly to the tumour; and carrier-based systems, in which the drug or gene is first packaged non-covalently into a synthetic carrier that is then targeted to the tumour. In both cases, the objective is to maximise exposure of the target cells to the drug yet minimise side effects that result from nonspecific toxicity in normal tissues. The creation of such dose differentials is based on phenotypic differences between the tumour and the rest of the body. However, although a wide range of such changes have been linked to the transformation of normal cells to cancer cells, no single common feature exists to allow unambiguous targeting to the tumour. In addition, the tumour microenvironment creates physical barriers that significantly impair transport within the tumour. It is therefore important to match the delivery requirements of the drug to the capabilities of the delivery system. In this review, a brief overview is given of the underlying concepts and principles that help guide the development of such tumour-targeting strategies.